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About This Game

What is Blanco?

"Blanco" is a cute 3D Platormer based on voxel graphics.
Collect all the gems you can carry, and use them to your advantage on your journey!

Who is Blanco?

Blanco is a curious little cube creature with a want for adventure.
Use his large set of moves and jumps to make your away across many diverse worlds!

What is Blanco trying to find?

Blanco's species are all born with no color of their own, so once they come of age, they embark on a quest to find it...
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How will you get it? That's for you to decide!
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Title: Blanco: The Color of Adventure
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
51Pegasi Studios
Publisher:
51Pegasi Studios
Release Date: 23 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit (or higher)

Processor: Intel i3 series processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX-570 2GB

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Xbox 360 Gamepad recommended

English
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blanco the color of adventure

After purchase, this does NOT show up as DLC for Fantasy Grounds. The money definately came out of my account but no
product delivered.. I purchased this game very soon after its release. It looked from the videos and screenshots like a fun action
shooter game. I unfortunatley turned out to be wrong. After booting up the game, I played a quick tutuorial mission, in which I
discovered the fidley controls, vague objectives, and confusing camera angles.

Moving around feels floaty, and it is near impossible to have any sort of percession while moving. You can either sit still and
take massive amounts of damage while you fire, or spray and pray, missing every shot. The menu is also very fidley and
sensetive. Trying to select a new minion to purchase requires you to move your mouse very slowly, and you often fly past the
option you want to it just doesn't select when you do eventually reach it.

In the tutorial, I was shown several ships to defeat. I defeated them all (with some effort) and was taken into the first mission. I
was then given nearly no direction whatsoever. I floated off into the endless world with no idea where I was going. An "endless"
world may sound exciting, but it is just a black background with a few stars permanently sitting in the distance. I eventually
doubled back and spoted a hard to see asteroid belt that I needed to follow. This style covers half of the game, and could
possibly be a fun challenge, if the other half wasn't just going to white dots on your map, getting some text, and going to a new
white dot. Both types of gameplay are extremely tedious, and the battles take up very little of the actual gameplay.

This game looked very promising. But after playing it for a short while I realized it needed a lot of work to become what I
would consider a good game. The many glitches (a few of which are gamebreaking), unpolished controls and menus, and the
overall fidley gameplay make this game one I would certainly not recommend.. Tales from Borderlands (as of Episode 3) is an
outstanding companion to the Borderlands games. Not only did the plot sit nicely as a side-story/sequel to the franchise plot, the
two main protagonists - Rhys and Fiona, allowed player to explore unique perspectives from the "evil" Hyperion corporation
and as a Pandora native.

The game itself is humorous, filled with crazy moment that meld seemlessly into the crazy backdrop of Borderlands. The
meeting of Rhys and Fiona for instance, which was re-told as recollections from Rhys and then Fiona perspectives, allow players
to unfold the truth of the tale in a entertaining fashion, like how Pulp Fiction unfolded the the somewhat puzzling opening scene
with Ringo and Yolanda, with the scene Jules (and bathroom-bound Vincent) in their "transition" period at the end of the movie.

The confrontation scenes across all three epidsodes (thus far) were largely whimsical, befitting of protagonists. Yet, they are
always filled with comedic moments or funny narratives that make these confrontation feel more like action sequence in a
comedic movie. The final confrontation in episode 3 for instance featured some of the best moments - such as Fiona fending off
two bounty hunters while hanging upside down and Rhys travelling at high speed on his legless loader bot, which felt like
watching Charlie Chaplin or Indiana Jones in action.

Entertainment aside, Tales from the Borderlands highlighted the innate problem with Telltale games. There isn't much gameplay
to speak of, other than quick-time action. Most choices and exploration are pretty close to pointless, like how your choices and
exploration wouldn't matter in any linear games (e.g. Final Fantasy, Left for Dead, etc.) other than to uncover easter eggs
(alternative dialogue, narratives, skins etc.). Consequently, the game felt really short and unsatisfying, making the interval
between episodic release more painful than usual. It's a blessing however, knowing that I could clear all three episodes in five
fun-filled hours again before episode 4. Can't wait...

For lovers of Borderlands, don't be despair with the absence of CL4P-TP. Tales is littered with other familiars like the vault
hunters (Zer0, Brick, Mordecai and Athena) and NPCs (Scooter and Handsome Jack), not merely as fan-service, but were
involved in pushing the story forward.

Bottomline: Tales from the Borderlands is an excellent piece of work thus far (after three episodes), that should bring out a
chuckle or two.. I wasn't expecting much, which is exactly what I got.
It's passably fun for a short period, but it quickly gets repetitive, and the difficulty curve isn't well designed. The plot and
characters are nothing but annoyances and the mechanics aren't balanced.
I wouldn't buy it even on sale.. i grew up playing this series with my momma! another one of my fav classic games!!! we need
mre games like this!!. The right man in the wrong place can make all the difference in the world. Very hard, intense and
addictive.
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 9 levels, 6 cubes to collect in each one, but if you die, you'll restart from the begining!

And because this game is not hard enough, there's a harcore mode..... As of the time attempting to play, suffering from severe
crashing issues.
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Thought the game would be really good watching the trailers but the method in which to progress through gates is often very
unclear. Left me wandering around aimlessly, sweeping each area I had been to as if I had forgot something. Quit in the end.. i
personally do not like this game, but you very well may like it.. So far, i love it.
And i will keep lovin\u00b4 this game.
The gameplay is at the least what i call original.
The commands are a bit awkward, since you do not get a tutorial.
So there is a lot of trial and error around the corner.
But if you invest time into this little treasure, you will get a lot in return.
I only played survival mode so far.
And this was not what i call a walk in the park.
Survival is a tower defense mode.
You have the choice out of three character, builder, mage, knight.
Defend your crystal by walking around and get the horde of enemies out of your garden.
Succes not guaranteed.
Support this dev. He is talented...
With a tutorial, this game could do more than just one nomination.
I played using an xbox controller. Was a fun puzzle game that kept me entertained. Looking forward to playing the whole game..
I regret nothing in getting this 8). Good fun, a classic RTS.. DLC = 2\/10
Base game = 8\/10. + well-designed graphics
+ up to 4 players
+ good gameplay
+ cool maps
+ A.I. bots
+ awesome combat possibilities. Dear gamers,
My name is boon
This game is probably the best game I have ever played. If I ever played any games.
You see when I was young. I couldn't afford video games, my family was poor.
Now that im older, like 25 (26) I can enjoy games with the money I have gotten from the swiss government.?

REVIEW - REVIEW
1. The game has graphics, though Im not sure if they're real or not. Like did the dev take pictures of flat objects and then photo
copy them into the game?
2. The lighting, Sadly even though the games name is gods basement. It doesnt have the same lighting as a basement.? actually
doesnt even take place in a bacemet.
3. The story is there, like someone wrote it on paper with their hands then forgot how to right but then they remembered how to
write but then forgot again. That is true art. My favorite part of the story is when I had to wait 15 mins for a script to active by
looking at a book that said "DEEP PSYCHOLOGY" on it for 4 minutes only to find out the game broke and it was all just a
dream... Just like my life floating ever onward in this deep void that is our existance. There is no escape...? (= But in that we
exist here on this planet for one thing and one thing only. Money.!.! Everyday we wake up in this planet trying to figure out
where we are. Who we are? where we are going.?!?..?! In the end we slave away at the hands of our overlords aka the 99 percent
who control 99 percent of everything because there are 99 percent of them. Its crazy how numbers can control the masses
especially us gamers. As a gamer it is easy for us to forget that we are being silenced by our evil overlords who AKA the creator
of MGS V capcom. I am sick of this misrepresentation and im tired of how we are being treated. WAKE UP. WE NEED TO
WAKE UP GAMERS........ Also my gf broke up with me 10 years ago. its been a hard 10 years since that has happened in fact
my father has told me to get over it. Hence why I dont talk to my dad anymore. Infact my dad isn't real?!?!?.... Are we even
real? Is any of this even real.... No its not, because youtube told me so through a top 10 video staring a cat girl. So youtube is
always right. I wish I could wake up from this never ending dream. PLEASE WAKE ME UP. I have slumbered for too long and
I can no longer open my eyes to my own existance. Wandering this dark deep world on this earth as a gamer is truly hard.
Anyways the story is pretty boring(good) I like how I have to wait a really long time for anything to happen. Because I my entire
life I have waited... I HAVE WAITED FOR YOU. CAROLINE I HAVE WAITED SO LONG BUT YOU WILL NOT
RETURN TO ME. OH THE RAIN AND HOW IT COMES DOWN IT MAKES ME FEEL!!!! FEEL LIKE THIS MOMENT
COULD LAST FOREVER BUT IT JUST DOESNT END. So here I am 26(25) typing away. Each click and clack of the
keyboard STRAYING ME further and further away from GOD himself. WHERE ARE? WHY ARE WE?!
4. Is the game good?
No its actually a scam that makes you wait 20 minutes for answer. (just like this review) (=
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